The COVID-19 pandemic is creating upheaval in people’s lives, especially the most vulnerable, and NCLC is working with allies, government officials, and businesses, to help.

The Virtual Fair Debt Collections Conference is scheduled for March 8th-12th, 2021.

The 2021 Consumer Rights Litigation Conference is scheduled for October 28th-31st, 2021 in Washington, DC.

National Consumer Law Center hosts three annual conferences including the Consumer Rights Litigation Conference, the Fair Debt Collections Conference and the summer Mortgage Conference. NCLC’s conferences are the premier gathering of attorneys and advocates representing consumers. Our conferences provide advocates with cutting edge law, the latest strategies from leading experts, valuable insight on trends, tactics, and techniques as well as networking events with colleagues who share an interest in consumer justice. CLE credit is available for all of our conferences.

The CRLC has been a vital part of my development as a consumer advocate. Each year there is something new to learn from experts in the field – whether it’s a changing area of law, an emerging trend, or a novel legal strategy to add to my practice. But more than this, the conference is an invaluable way to connect with the smartest consumer advocates from around the country, and become part of a collaborative community that has a significant impact in the fight for consumer justice. -J. Rachel Scott, Staff Attorney, Senior Citizens Law Project, Atlanta Legal Aid Society, Inc.

Conferences news sign-up

Tri-Conference Sponsorship available for 2020 webinar conferences. For inquiries, please contact SarahEmily Lekberg at slekberg@nclc.org or 617-542-8010.
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